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heavy particles and the Particle-In-Cell method models the transport of ions in electric

fields. Facility effects of large vacuum chambers are briefly discussed and the background

flow treatment in the particle simulations fully considers these effects, including the vacuum

pump sticking coefficient, the pump size the pump temperature and the wall temperature.

The accuracy of the simulations is assessed through comparisons with available measured

data. The simulations successfully capture detailed three-dimensional plume structures

and plume interactions. The results indicate that the cathode has effects on some flow

properties in the field close to the thrusters.
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Nomenclature

ai = coefficient for the ith node in a tetrahedral cell

b, a, d = x, y, z distances from a cathode to the cluster center

d =atomic diameter

ce =mean electron thermal velocity

Ci =ionization coefficient

f(C) =velocity distribution function

e =unit charge
−→
E =electric field vector

g =relative velocity

J =free charge current density

JA =anode electron current density

JC =cathode current density

k =Boltzmann constant

Kn =Knudsen number

ṁ =mass flux rate into vacuum chamber

m =mass

mc =reduced mass

n =plasma number density, or number of nodes

na =neutral number density from anode

nback =background neutral density

nc =neutral number density from cathode

nin =number density for flux into the vacuum chamber

nx, ny, nz =normal of cathode exit plane
−→n =surface normal

pe =electron pressure

Pb =chamber backpressure

P (x, y, z) =variable for the generalized Poisson equations

Q(x, y, z) =coefficients for the generalized Poisson equations
−→r =distance vector between two points

Rc =cathode orifice radius

R =gas constant

s =area ratio, = Sp/Sc

Sp =pump surface area

Sc =chamber cross-section area

S(x, y, z) =source terms for the generalized Poisson equations

T =temperature

TH =heavy particle temperature

V =cell or chamber volume

α =pump sticking coefficient

γ =specific heat ratio

σ =plasma conductivity

σi =reference cross section for xenon

σel =reference cross section for elastic collisions

θ+ =divergence angle for the outer channel edge

θ− =divergence angle for the inner channel edge

κe =electron thermal conductivity
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εi =ionization energy for xenon, =12.7 eV

φ =plasma potential

ρ =background density

ρ0 =initial background density

ω =viscosity temperature exponent

Ω =solid angle in velocity phase space or physical space

νe =electron collision frequency, = νei + νen

νei =ion-electron collision frequency

νen =neutral-electron collision frequency

ψ =electron velocity stream function

subscript

ref reference value

i ion

e electron

n neutrals

p pump

w chamber wall

I. Introduction

H
all thrusters represent a very efficient form of electric propulsion devices widely used on spacecraft for
on-orbit applications such as station keeping. In general, Hall thrusters are replacing chemical thrusters

in specific applications because of several merits. Hall thrusters can create higher specific impulse, obtain
electricity input directly in space through solar cells, and do not require carrying oxidant. High power electric
propulsion systems are being investigated due to improvements in solar cell technology and due to renewed
interest in nuclear power.

The development of high-power Hall thrusters falls into two categories: one case involves investigating
single, monolithic thrusters, while the second case involves clustering several small thrusters. Generally,
clustering is favorable because of several merits including a cheaper manufacturing cost, less demanding
requirement from test facilities, more robustness and an ability to tolerate failure of single thrusters.

There are several major interests in numerical simulation of plasma flows from a cluster of Hall thrusters.
One interest is to investigate the plume interactions, especially in the complex and important near field
locations. The performance of a thruster in a cluster may be different from a stand alone situation. Another
interest is to estimate plume impingement, which involves high-energy ions and charge exchange ions (CEX),
onto sensitive spacecraft surfaces such as solar arrays. When a fast ion collides with a slow neutral, one or
two electrons may transfer from the neutral to the ion, resulting in a slow ion and a fast neutral. Under the
electric field, this ion may drift behind the thruster. Severe impingement of ions onto spacecraft surfaces
may result eventually in failure of devices or even a final failure of the whole mission. If severe impingement
is predicted, then a change of design philosophy must be considered to reduce the impingement.

To accurately simulate the plasma plumes from a cluster of Hall thrusters requires an accurate modeling of
the complex physical plume mechanism on three-dimensional meshes. A plasma plume is a complex rarefied
flow with several species: atoms, positively charged ions and negatively charged electrons. Traditionally,
the computational simulation of plasma plume flows into vacuum is performed with a hybrid particle-fluid
approach. The direct simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method1 models the collisions of the heavy particles
(ions and atoms) while the Particle In Cell (PIC) method2 models the transport of the ions in electric fields.
The electrons are modeled using a fluid description because they adjust their velocities more quickly with
their significantly lighter mass. Due to the clustering effects, plumes from different thrusters may interact
with each other. In addition the cathode-neutralizers also produce three dimensional effects. To accurately
simulate the plume flows, 3D unstructured meshes must be adopted.

For the fluid electron model, a recently proposed detailed fluid electron model by Boyd and Yim3 has
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many advantages over a Boltzmann relation, which is widely adopted to compute the plasma potential.
The Boltzmann relation has many assumptions such as a constant electron temperature distribution. The
detailed fluid electron model by Boyd and Yim3 was based on the conservation laws for electrons and is
capable of providing accurate and detailed distributions for electron temperature, plasma potential and
electron velocity. This model was successfully applied in a simulation of an axi-symmetric plasma plume
from a 200 W class Hall thruster. In this study, the three-dimensional plume flow fields from a cluster of
four 200 W class Hall thrusters are simulated with the DSMC-PIC methods and the detailed fluid electron
model using unstructured three-dimensional meshes.

Section II briefly introduces background information from experiments; section III reviews the general
DSMC-PIC hybrid methods with several numerical implementation issues; section IV briefly discusses the
facility effects of a large vacuum chamber and a special numerical treatment of background flow in the
simulations, and finally section V presents three-dimensional simulations and a discussion of results.

II. Background

The devices considered in the present study are a cluster of four BHT-200 Hall thrusters manufactured
by Busek, Co. Each thruster is operated at 200 W with a nominal thruster level of 13 mN. The cluster of
BHT-200 thrusters has been investigated experimentally.4,5

The data in Ref. 5 were taken in a cylindrical chamber with a length of 9 m and a diameter of 6 m at the
Plasmadynamics and Electric Propulsion Laboratory (PEPL) at the University of Michigan and Fig.1 is a
photograph of the thrusters in operation. In this large stainless steel chamber, 7 two-sided cryogenic pumps
are installed near one chamber end. These pumps are maintained at a low temperature of Tw=12 K 15 K
by gaseous helium, and when atoms hit the pumps, by a probability of α they will stick to the pump, and
a probability of 1 − α they will rebound with a thermal velocity characterized by the pump temperature
Tw. The four thrusters are configured in a 2 by 2 grid with a center-to-center distance of 0.115 m. In the
following simulations, the same thruster numbering as Ref.5 is adopted: the upper left, lower left, lower right
and upper right thrusters are named as thruster 1, 2, 3 and 4. As shown in the same photograph, there are
four cathode-neutralizers located either above or at the bottom of each thruster, and there is a 7 mm conic
cap on the front face of each thruster to protect the thruster against ion sputtering. Due to the symmetry,
only one thruster and one cathode are needed in the three-dimensional simulations.

Figure 1. Four BHT-200 Hall Thrusters in Operation(Courtesy of PEPL).

The total pumping speed in this facility for these experiments was 140,000 l/s on xenon resulting in
a backpressure of 1.1 × 10−6 Torr. Faraday probes were used to measure angular profiles of ion current
density. A retarding potential analyzer was also used to measure the ion energy distribution function in the
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plume far field. In addition, a floating emissive probe and a triple Langmuir probe were used to measure the
plasma potential, the electron number density and the electron temperature. Xenon is adopted for plasma
propellant. A plume from a plasma thruster consists of light electrons with speeds of 1 × 106 m/s, and
heavier ions or neutrals, such as fast single or double charged ions, Xe+, Xe++, slow neutral xenon, and
fast neutral xenon and slow ions due to CEX.

III. Simulation Methods and Numerical Implementation Issues

A. General Steps for the DSMC-PIC Methods

For particle simulations of plasma plume flow, heavy neutrals and ion particles are simulated with the DSMC1

and the PIC2 methods, while the electrons are modeled as a fluid because electrons can adjust themselves
more quickly. The hybrid DSMC-PIC simulation can be summarized with the following steps:

Step 1. (PIC): Allocate the charge of each ion inside a cell onto the cell nodes.
Step 2. (Fluid): Calculate plasma potential φ using a fluid electron model.
Step 3. (PIC): Calculate ionization in all cells. A fraction of neutrals will be changed to ions.

∆ni = Cinani∆t (1)

Step 4. (PIC): Calculate the electric field on each node with the relation:

−→
E = −5 φ (2)

Step 5. (DSMC, PIC): Sample quantities inside each cell.
Step 6. (DSMC): Perform momentum exchange and CEX collisions inside each cell.
Step 7. (DSMC, PIC): Introduce new particles (ions and neutrals) into the simulation domain from inlet

boundaries.
Step 8. (PIC): Calculate the ion acceleration based on its location inside its cell.
Step 9. (DSMC, PIC): Move all particles with the time step. When particles move across an outer

boundary, they are removed from the simulation; when a neutral particle collides with thruster walls, it
rebounds back into the simulation domain with a thermal velocity characterized by the wall temperature of
300 K; when an ion collides with the wall, it regains its charge and rebounds as a neutral.

In this study, magnetic field effects are neglected because the magnetic field leakage is only expected to
be significant right next to the thruster.

B. The Detailed Fluid Electron Model

In the first PIC step to compute the plasma potential, the simplest and most widely used fluid electron
model is the Boltzmann relation, which is obtained from the electron momentum equation:

φ = φref +
kTref

e
log(

ne

nref
) (3)

However, this equation is derived using several strong assumptions. These assumptions include that the
fluid electron flow is isothermal, collisionless, the electron pressure obeys the ideal gas law and the magnetic
field is neglected. In plasma plumes, especially in the near field, there are significant gradients and the
approximation may be inappropriate.

To improve the understanding of the plume flow characteristics, recently a detailed electron model was
proposed3 and illustrated with an axi-symmetric plume simulation and the major results are summarized
here for reference.

In the detailed model, an equation for the electron stream function ψ can be derived from the steady
mass conservation law for electrons with ionization effects and the final expression is:

∇2ψ = nenaCi (4)

where ne
−→v e = ∇ψ and the ionization rate coefficient Ci is expressed as a function of electron temperature

using a simple relation proposed by Adeho et al.6:

Ci = σice
(

1 +
Teεi

(Te + εe)2
)

exp(− εi
Te

) (5)
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From a generalized Ohm’s law:
−→
j = σ[−∇φ+

1

ene
∇(nekTe)] (6)

with known ne, −→ve , Te and the charge continuity condition:

∇ · −→j = 0 (7)

a generalized Poisson’s equation describing the electron potential is obtained:

∇ · (σ∇φ) =
k

e

(

σ∇2Te + σTe∇2(ln(ne)) + σ∇(ln ne) · ∇Te + Te∇σ · ∇(ln(ne)) + ∇σ · ∇Te

)

(8)

The electron temperature equation is obtained from the steady state electron energy equation:

∇2Te = −∇ ln(κe) · ∇Te +
1

κe

(

−−→
j · −→E +

3

2
ne(−→ve · ∇)kTe + pe∇ ·−→ve + 3

me

mi
νenek(Te − Th) + nenaCiεi

)

(9)

The electron number density ne is set equal to the ion number density ni based on the plasma quasi-
neutral assumption. The electron conductivity σ, the electron thermal conductivity κe, the ion-electron
collision frequency νei, and the neutral electron collision frequency νen can be found in Ref. 7 and its
references:

σ =
e2ne

meve
(10)

κe =
2.4

1 + νei√
2νe

k2neTe

meνe
(11)

where νe = νei +νen, νei is the ion-electron collision frequency, νen is the neutral electron collision frequency.
By treating the right hand side terms as known sources and solving Equations 4, 8, and 9, three funda-

mental electron properties are obtained, i.e., electron velocity, plasma potential, and electron temperature.
With these detailed properties, the plasma plume simulation yields much improved results in comparison to
the Boltzmann relation.

C. General Finite Element Solver for Poisson Equations

Each of Equations 4, 8 and 9 can be expressed as a general Poisson equation8:

−5
(

P (x, y, z) • 5Q(x, y, z)
)

= S(x, y, z) (12)

where P (x, y, z) is a distribution of coefficients, Q(x, y, z) is a distribution of the primary variable to be
solved and S(x, y, z) is a known distribution of source terms.

For a two-dimensional or axi-symmetric simulation on a structured mesh, an Alternative Direction Im-
plicit(ADI) iterative solver9 is usually adopted for simplicity. However, there are several drawbacks for the
ADI method:

i). It is not applicable, or is very difficult to implement, on unstructured meshes.
ii). For a structured mesh, depending on the geometry of the simulation domain, the ADI method needs

to be applied on each sub-domain separately with artificial inner boundaries which may result in inaccuracy
in the simulation results. This precludes the application of ADI to complex geometries, even with structured
meshes.

iii). The treatment of boundaries is not natural. This may result in inaccuracies for the source terms on
the first layer of nodes on boundaries. At the thruster exit, the gradients are significant and a mistreatment
of boundary source conditions will spread the effects into the whole flow domain because of the elliptical
property of these equations. The first three layers of nodes close to the boundaries will be heavily affected.

To simulate flows with very complex geometry, an unstructured mesh must be adopted and this actually
precludes the ADI method. To address the above problems, a general purpose finite element solver applicable
to two- and three-dimensional structured and unstructured meshes is developed to solve the above three
equations. Compared with the ADI method, the finite element method is applicable on structured and
unstructured meshes and can integrate the boundary conditions more naturally and accurately.
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The discrete, stiff matrix for a triangular cell can be found in Ref. 8, and a quadrilateral cell can be
simply assembled as two triangles. For a three-dimensional tetrahedral cell, the discretization process and
boundary condition treatment can found in Ref.10.

The final global stiff matrix is sparse, symmetric and positive definite. These novel properties are not
naturally guaranteed by a finite difference method or a finite volume method. To fully take advantage of
these properties, an efficient storage scheme9 is adopted which only requires a cost of O(n) where n is the
total node number. The iterative conjugate gradients method9 is adopted to solve the final linear equations.
This method fully takes advantage of the sparse, symmetric and positive definite properties of the global
stiff matrix.

D. Derivative Calculation on an Unstructured Mesh

Several situations will require the calculation of derivatives on a node. Two situations are Step 2 to calculate
the source terms for Equations 4, 8, 9, and Step 3 to calculate the electric field from a potential field. Besides
accuracy, one requirement for the optimal calculation scheme is to be applicable on both serial and parallel
machines.

There are several options to calculate derivatives on unstructured meshes and one of them is the
least square method10. The basic idea of the least square method can be illustrated with an exam-
ple to calculate the electric field from a potential field: assume the unknown gradients on one node are−→
E (x, y, z) = (Ex, Ey, Ez), if there are N nodes connected to this node with differences of plasma potential
d(φ)i and distance vectors dXi, then they form N × 3 relations which are over-determined:

ME = dφ (13)

where M is an N × 3 matrix, E is a 3× 1 vector, and dφ is an N × 1 vector. By multiplying by a transposed
matrix MT on both sides, this over-determined matrix is transformed to a 3 × 3 matrix and the equations
are solvable.

One tetrahedral cell is generally enough to decide the derivatives on a specific cell node, and this scheme
yields accurate results by including the effects from all nodes connected to a specific node. The least square
method is also applicable on parallel machines. The only extra cost of this scheme is, at the beginning of a
simulation, a table of node connection relations must be gathered and saved for the whole simulation process.

E. Weighting Schemes

A weighting scheme is crucial for a successful DSMC-PIC simulation with the detailed fluid electron model
because several critical steps use the weighting scheme. In Step 1, the ion number density at a specific node
must be accurately estimated by weighting the charge of ions in all cells connected with this node. In Step
8, the acceleration for a particle is interpolated from the electric field values on the same nodes. Generally,
these two weighting schemes are preferably the same, and the closer a particle to a node, the more influence
this particle will have on or from the node. In Step 3, a correct ionization source term requires both valid
charge density and valid neutral density allocated from particles to cell nodes as well.

Usually for charge allocation, there exists two categories of weighting schemes. The first category of
weighting schemes is based on areas or volumes. In these methods, a particle’s charge is allocated to cell
nodes by the areas or volumes formed by the particle’s position in the cell nodes. The particle’s position
in a cell does have an important influence on the weight of its charge to be assigned on different cell
nodes. This scheme is expected to yield a higher accuracy and is very widely used in PIC simulations. For
example, Ruyten11 presented a well-used scheme for structured axi-symmetric meshes that works accurately
on cylindrical coordinates with structured rectangular cells by satisfying both charge conservation and charge
density conservation. In the literature, there are reports that use similar weighting schemes on unstructured
meshes based on volumes and areas. However, it will be shown later this is not a proper scheme for a
DSMC-PIC simulation of plasma flows on unstructured meshes, especially with the detailed fluid electron
model or ionization effects. The other category of weighting schemes is expected to have a lower degree of
accuracy since a particle’s position in a cell does not have an influence on its weights to different nodes,
and density is not conserved. In this type of method, the charge density on a specific node is calculated by
summing up all particles’ charge inside a closed volume enclosing the node, then dividing by the volume.
This closed volume can either be all the cells connected to this node, or, a fraction of these cells. Generally
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this category of weighting schemes does not have problems associated with the first category, and they can
be used for a DSMC-PIC simulation with unstructured meshes.

There are two problems associated with the weighting scheme based on areas or volumes on an unstruc-
tured mesh. Suppose there are a large number of particles in each cell and the average number density is
n. Weighting by areas or volumes, similar to Ruyten’s scheme, will approximately equally distribute the
ion or neutral density onto the nodes forming this cell. Consider Figure 2, for a two-dimensional mesh,
on the right, the center node is shared by four cells, and the total charge number density at the center
node is n/4 × 4 = n. While for the unstructured mesh on the left, the total charge number density will be
n/3×6 = 2n. While for three-dimensional unstructured tetrahedral cells, usually there are about 16 or more
cells connected to an inner node, hence the number density at that node will be calculated as n/4×16 = 4n.
It is obvious that, for an unstructured mesh, if the weighting scheme by areas or volumes is applied, for a
two-dimensional situation with triangles the charge density at one node will be two times higher than its
real value, while for an unstructured three-dimensional situation, the estimated charge density will be four
or five times higher than the real charge density, depending on how many neighboring cells are connected to
this specific node. Another problem associated with the weighting scheme by areas or volumes is boundary

Figure 2. Effects of Weighting Scheme by Area/Volume on Unstructured Meshes.

treatment. In Figure 2, the number density at a boundary node may be incorrect with a scheme based on
volume or area. For example, if node B in the picture on the right is on a boundary, then with a weighting
scheme based on areas or volumes, the number density on node B will be n/4 × 2 = n/2. Compensations
will be necessary to correct the number density for all the boundary nodes on the inlets, outlet, walls and
symmetric axis. Failure to perform compensation may result in some subtle problems in the simulation
results. For example, on the symmetric line of an axi-symmetric simulation, Ey is usually correctly forced
to be zero, but, some properties such as Ex on the axis and Ey on the layer of nodes next to the axis, and
source terms on the axis will not be correct if the density on the axis is not compensated. Theoretically, a
compensation of two times on the axis is only approximately correct for the axi-symmetric situation due to
radial effects.

If the Boltzmann relation, Equation 3, is used to compute the plasma potential, the overestimated
charge density may not result in significant problems. The mistake in plasma potential is globally offset
by the logarithm function in Equation 3, and this error is further canceled in the calculation of the electric
field by Equation 2. As a result, even though the number density and the plasma potential are calculated
incorrectly by the weighting scheme of areas or volumes, the electric field is almost correct. This is the
possible reason why there are no reports of this problem in the literature. However, weighting by areas or
volumes for an unstructured mesh is not a correct approach and should be avoided.

For the detailed fluid electron model, which includes detailed physical terms and the potential is calculated
by Equation 8, this mistake of over-estimated density will create a false potential field. Further, for the
ionization source term in Equation 1, both the charge density and the neutral density on a node will be
overestimated, and a minimum of 4×4−1 = 15 times higher source terms will be calculated for the ionization
process in Step 2. In the near field, the neutral number density is usually much higher than the ion number
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density, hence, an overestimated ionization rate will trigger a positive feedback for the ion number density.
Finally, in the near field, a false high accumulation of ion number density will be generated and completely
corrupt the potential field. For the detailed fluid electron model, where the potential calculation is more
sensitive than the Boltzmann relation, the weighting scheme by areas or volume will trigger the chain reaction
in ionization and finally invalidate the simulation. Hence, the first category of weighting schemes based on
areas or volumes, is totally unusable on unstructured meshes for this detailed fluid model with ionization
effects.

For the second category of weighting schemes, usually a correct charge allocation is always expected. In
the literature, one option to calculate the charge density on a specific node is by summing up all particles
inside the cells around the node then dividing by the total volume of all cells surrounding the node:

n =

N
∑

j=0

Nj/

N
∑

j=0

Vj (14)

Hammel12 reported another scheme which is similar but more accurate than Equation 14 and requires a
high quality mesh. The total charge of a particle is assigned to the closest node from this particle. Though
this scheme is physically accurate, there are situations when the nearest node to the particle is not one of
the cell nodes forming the cell where the particle is located, such as regions near boundaries with boundary
constraints. Hence, though more accurate, this algorithm is more difficult to implement.

The most common defect for the second category of weighting scheme is that it requires much cross
node transportation on a parallel machine and it will be quite inefficient. The charge and neutral allocation
scheme adopted in this study is a simple one. First, the cell average values are calculated and then these
values are averaged onto the nodes in the current processor. Suppose there are N cells connected to a node
in one computer processor, and the jth cell has an average charge density nj , then the charge density n on
the node can be expressed as:

n =

N
∑

j=0

nj/N (15)

This scheme does not require a complete list of cell average values for all cells physically connected to a node,
but only cells in the same computer processor, hence, it is efficient on a parallel machine without significant
loss of accuracy. The interpolation of electric field with the weighting scheme by areas or volumes is still
correct and no change is necessary.

To effectively suppress statistical scatter in the charge density, this study further adopts a relaxation in
charge and ion density on a node:

nnew = 0.1nalloc + 0.9nold (16)

where nnew is the current charge or neutral number density, nalloc is the density obtained from the just
mentioned allocation scheme, and nold is the charge or neutral number density used in the last time step.
For steady flow simulations, this treatment is effective in reducing statistical scatter.

F. Collision Dynamics

The DSMC method uses particles to simulate collision effects in rarefied gas flow by collecting groups of
particles into cells that have a size of the order of a mean free path. In Step 6, pairs of particles inside a
cell are selected at random and a collision probability is evaluated that is proportional to the product of the
relative velocity and the collision cross section for each pair. The probability is compared with a random
number to determine if that collision occurs. If so, some form of collision dynamics is performed to alter
the properties of the colliding particles. The no time counter method1 is adopted to determine if a collision
occurs in this study. A special treatment to handle collisions between particles of different weight will be
presented later.

There are two types of collisions that are important in these Hall thruster plumes: elastic, or momentum
exchange(MEX) collisions and charge exchange (CEX)collisions. The elastic collisions involve only exchange
of momentum between the participating particles. For atom-atom collisions, the Variable Hard Sphere1

model is employed and the collision cross section of xenon is:

σel(Xe,Xe) =
2.12× 10−18

g2ω
m2 (17)
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where g is the relative velocity and ω=0.12 is related to the viscosity temperature exponent for xenon. For
atom-ion elastic interactions, one common choice is to use the following cross section of Dalgarno et al.13:

σel(Xe,Xe
+) =

2.12× 10−18

g
m2 (18)

Another choice, which is adopted in this study, is to set the MEX cross section equal to the CEX cross secti.
In all elastic interactions, the collision dynamics is modeled using isotropic scattering together with con-

servation of linear momentum and energy to determine the post-collision velocities of the colliding particles.
Charge exchange concerns the transfer of one or more electrons between an atom and an ion. For singly and
doubly charged ions, the following cross section measured by Pullins et al.14 and Miller et al.15 are used:

σel(Xe,Xe
+) = 1.0× 10−20(87.3 − 13.6 log(

mcg
2

2
))m2 (19)

σel(Xe,Xe
++) = 1.0 × 10−20(45.7− 13.6 log(

mcg
2

2
))m2 (20)

where mc is the reduced mass. It is assumed that there is no transfer of momentum accompanying the
transfer of the electron(s). This assumption is based on the premise that charge exchange interactions are
primarily at long range.

G. Boundary Conditions

When an ion particle hits a wall, it loses its charge and reflects diffusely as a neutral particle with a thermal
velocity characterized by a wall temperature of 300 K. For the thrusters in this study, the front wall and the
center protection cap are dielectric, and the sheath voltage is significant. The sheath voltage for the front
wall can be estimated by a transformation of Equation 6:

φw = φ0 +

(−→
J

σ
− k5 (neTe)

ene

)

· d−→l (21)

where φ0 is the potential at the node next to the wall. For other wall locations, a potential of 0 Volt is
appropriate. The gradient of electron temperature is set to zero at each wall.

Several macroscopic properties of the plasma are required as boundary conditions for the computations.
Specifically, the plasma potential, the electron stream function and the electron temperature are required for
all boundaries. Table 1 summarizes the boundary conditions for the stream function, the plasma potential
and the electron temperature, most of these values are the same as the values in Ref.3.

Boundary Outflow Wall Thruster Exit Cathode Symmetric plane

φ(V ) 2 0 or Eqn.( 21) 93.0 7.0 ∂φ
∂n = 0

Ψ(m−1s−1) ∂2Ψ
∂n2 = 0 0 ∂Ψ

∂n = Jc

e
∂Ψ
∂n = Ja

e
∂Ψ
∂n = 0

Te(eV) 0.6 1 6.0 2.0 ∂Te
∂n = 0

Table 1. Boundary Conditions for the Detailed Electron Fluid Model.

At the thruster exit, for all heavy species, the number density, velocity and temperature are required.
The setup employs a mixture of analysis and estimation based on experimental data of the mass flow rate
from anodes and cathodes, thrust, and total ion current. The neutrals are assumed to exit the thruster and
cathodes at the sonic speed corresponding to assumed values for their temperature. Finally, a divergence
angle of θ+ = 30 degree for the outer edge and θ− =20 degree for the inner edges of the exit channel are
assumed. The thruster and the cathode wall temperature are set to 300 K.

H. Particle Weight

In this study, the inlet boundary conditions have quite different scales and particle weight is adopted. For
the cathode, the diameter is about 5.08 × 10−4 m, though the neutral number density at the cathode exit
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is greater than that at the anode exit, the fluxes of ions and neutrals from the cathode are smaller than
those from the anode. To address this problem, particle weighting is enabled in the code. Each particle
introduced at the cathode and anode is assigned with a relative weight ratio Wp. The real particle weight
is decided by multiplying this Wp with the local cell weight ratio Wc. When particles travel from one cell
into another, a clone process is performed based on the two cell weight ratios, and this particle’s relative
ratio does not change. Background static particles are assigned with weight ratios as well. This treatment
effectively resolves the problem of different fluxes from cathodes and anodes.

One issue for this different particle weighting is collisions, and it is handled using the following procedure:
when two particles collide, the heavier particle is split into two particles: one split particle has the same
weight ratio as the other particle and a collision is performed between these two particles with the same
weight; the other split particle keeps the rest of the weight and does not participate in collision. This
treatment is quite similar to Ref.16, which reported a simulation of flows with trace species.

Collisions with background static particles should be handled carefully. In axi-symmetric simulations
and three-dimensional simulations, cell volumes change dramatically. For example, in the former case, cells
with a large radius have a large volume while cells around the axis have quite small volumes. In these
three-dimensional simulations, cells at the outer boundary and cells around the cathodes have quite different
cell volumes. The relative particle weights for the background static particles are quite different, and can
be much smaller than those for a normal particle. When a normal particle and a background static particle
collide, if the normal particle’s weight ratio is greater than the static particle, then a split of the normal
particle should be processed. Failure to perform this process results in a false velocity change for the normal
particle.

Though this splitting scheme is quite effective for the problems in this study, it results in an increasing
number of low-weight particles due to collisions. For neutral particles, a special process is implemented to
reduce their number: if a neutral particle’s relative weight Wp is larger than a threshold value Wthresh,
it is kept in the simulation without a weight change; otherwise, it is either discarded from the simulation,
or kept in the simulation statistically by changing its relative weight ratio to the threshold value. For ion
particles, they are essential to the simulations, hence their weights are unchanged and all ions are kept in the
simulation. For DSMC-PIC simulations with background static particles representing a finite backpressure,
the process is like a slow diffusion process: a large amount of slow ions slowly diffusing in the simulation
domain. This represents a problem to be addressed in a future study.

In this study, a specific DSMC package MONACO17 is used to perform all DSMC-PIC hybrid simulations.

IV. Large Vacuum Chamber Facility Effects and Backpressure Treatment

One novel aspect of the simulations is that background pressure and facility effects are considered. EP
devices are designed for use in space, where almost perfect vacuum exists, but they are tested in ground
vacuum chambers such as the LVTF, where a finite background chamber pressure always exists and that may
result in adverse effects on the performance of thrusters. Hence, facility effects of a large vacuum chambers
are quite important to electric propulsion research. Cai et al recently investigated the facility effects of
large vacuum chamber equipped with one-sided or two-sided cryopumps.10,18,19 Some results related to these
simulations are briefly listed as follows.

i). The background flow in large vacuum chambers such as LVTF is free molecular and quite complex.
Figure 3 shows one DSMC simulation result of the average background flow number density and the average
velocities along different stations of a long chamber.10,18 There are one-sided vacuum pumps located on the
right side of the chamber end, and the pump size is 40% of the chamber cross-section area. The pump
sticking coefficient, α, is set to 0.4 in the simulation. This figure indicates that the velocity and number
density profiles in the large vacuum chamber are not constant and vary along different sections; especially at
both chamber ends, there are large amounts of particles reflected back into the chamber center, either from
chamber ends or vacuum pumps on the wall.

ii). The average background flow can be far from static.10,18,19 The average background flow velocity can
reach as high as 100 m/s for xenon and the background flow velocity distribution can not be considered to
follow a Maxwellian distribution.10,18,19

ii). A full scale three-dimensional simulation of plasma plume flows inside a large vacuum chamber is
quite expensive. By assuming a constant density distribution in a vacuum chamber equipped with one-sided
or two-sided vacuum pumps, using the mass conservation law for the gas inside the vacuum chamber, the
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following relation must hold:
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By using an initial boundary condition ρ(t = 0) = ρ0 and a steady state condition dρ(t → ∞)/dt = 0, the
above equation yields one solution which consists of one unsteady term and one steady term:
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Figure 3. 1D Number Density and Velocity Distribution along Chamber Axial Direction(Sp/Sc=0.4, α=0.4).

It is evident from Equation 23 that if the pumps work efficiently, the decay of the unsteady term for
density will result in a final flow state, however, Equation 23 also indicates that the unsteady term will take
a finite time to decay significantly. For example, with the following LVTF parameters: V=280 m3, Tw=300
K, Sp=7.26 m2, and an assumption of α=0.40, the decaying term is:

ρb(t) = C exp(−0.57t) = C exp(−t/1.75) (24)

where C is a constant.The significant term in this expression is the semi-decaying period τd= 1.75 seconds. In
experiments, usually the pumps operate for several hours, and steady background flows are well established.
However, in particle simulations of the rarefied plasma plume flow field inside a vacuum chamber, usually
the simulations develop as an unsteady process with a time step around 1× 10−7 second. This requires over
50 million time steps for three semi-decaying periods to reach a steady flow state. With a consideration that
the discretization of a large chamber will require a large number of cells, a full three-dimensional simulation
of the whole chamber flow is too expensive. In this study, the three-dimensional simulations are limited to a
reduced scale of a cylindrical domain close to the thruster clusters. With this simplified approach to simulate
the plume flow inside a vacuum chamber, the background flow must be properly estimated and included in
the simulations.

iii). There are several key vacuum facilities effects that influence on the backpressure in a vacuum
chamber, such as the vacuum pump sticking coefficient, α, vacuum pump area, Sp, and chamber sidewall
length, L.10,18,19 Among these facility effects, the vacuum pump has the most important effects. For the
experimental measurements in Ref.5, four two-sided cryogenic pumps in LVTF were operated. As pointed
out by Biagioni20, propellant frost will build up on cryopump surfaces and eventually will limit the pumping
speed, hence, even though the nominal sticking coefficient for xenon-steel is high at 15 K, in real experimental
operation, the sticking coefficient for pumps may be much lower. Hence, to accurately simulate a plume flow
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in a vacuum chamber, whenever possible, parameters for the facility effects must be carefully decided with
available experimental measurements data.

iv). The free molecular flow in LVTF, which is a large cylindrical chamber equipped with two-sided
pumps, can be simplified and studied analytically.10,18 The major principles for the analysis are based on the
mass flow rates into the chamber from thrusters and that out of the chamber via cryopumps, flux relations
along two directions and number density relations at various sections such as chamber ends and pumps. The
major results of velocity distribution function, average velocity and average backpressure at the pre-pump
region are:10,18
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The sidewall length effect is important for long chambers,10,18 and its influence can be considered by
setting the temperature ratio to unity in the above relations. With this change, the formula for normalized
pressure with Tw/Tp =1 is:
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With known experimental measurement of backpressure and know pump size, the pump sticking coefficient,
α can be decided with this equation.

With known facility parameters, a proper average background flow can be estimated. Experimental
measurements5 indicated there was a backpressure of 4.78 × 10−4 Pa with four thrusters and four vacuum
pumps (s=0.1460) in operation. With a mass flow rate of 0.833 mg/sec from each anode and 0.098 mg/sec
from each cathode, the pump absorption coefficient computed from Equation 27 is 0.39, which is consistent
with the conclusions obtained from analysis of other sets of experimental data20,21 in LVTF. The mean
background flow velocity computed with Equation 26 is about 6.0 m/sec with four thrusters and four pumps
in operation.

With the above facility parameters, in the simulations in this study, a special of background flow is
adopted. In the particle simulations, traditionally the most convenient treatment of background pressure
is to adopt static background particles: inside each cell, there are a few particles with velocities sampled
from a zero-centered Maxwellian velocity distribution function. These particles participate in collisions with
normal particles and change the velocities of other particles, but their positions and velocities do not change.
In this study, a similar background particle treatment is adopted with a few modifications. The number
density calculated from Equations 27 is slightly less than the values obtained directly by n = Pb/(kTw), and
their velocities are assigned from Equation 25, not a zero-centered Maxwellian distribution. There is a net
average velocity towards the thrusters for the background particles. Because Equation 27 considers multiple
factors from pumps such as the pump size and the sticking coefficient, thruster effects such as the mass flow
rate, chamber effects such as the backpressure and properties of the propellant, it is reasonable to expect a
more accurate result than the traditional treatment of background static particles.

V. Simulations and Results

In this study, three DSMC-PIC particle simulations are performed to simulate plume flows from one, two
and four BHT200 thrusters. Due to the setup symmetry, only one thruster is needed in the simulation and
the results for cases with two and four thrusters in operation are obtained by symmetric reflections.

A specific PIC module is implemented in MONACO. Three unstructured meshes are generated with the
software Hypermesh.23 The very detailed geometries of the 7 mm conic protection cap and the small cathode
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are included in the mesh. The cathode exit plane is an orifice with a diameter of 5.08 × 10−4 m. The
small size is a challenge for meshing and the circular cathode exit plane is simplified with six triangles by
conserving the same exit area. Later simulation results indicate that the cathode has important effects on
the flowfield, hence, the preservation of the cathode geometry is quite essential. All simulations use three
static background particles per cell and all time steps are set to 2 × 10−7 second.

Table 2 lists several details for these simulations. The finite element solver is called every 10 time steps
for Equations 4, 8, 9 and takes a significant fraction of the simulation time. The simulations take 40,000
time steps to reach a steady stage and another 20,000 time steps for sampling. Several results are selected
and discussed in groups as follows.

Thrusters Domain Triangular Tetrahedrons Particles Time Machine

(cylinder) cells (million) (Hours)

1 Full 32,550 971,796 9̃.5 2̃30 Parallel, 8 CPUs

2 1/2 34,058 829,243 8̃.3 2̃00 Parallel, 8 CPUs

4 1/4 41,972 556,796 5̃.2 1̃20 PC, 2.1GHz

Table 2. Simulation Details.

A. Comparison With Measurements

1. Electron Temperature

Figure 4 shows contours of electron temperature with 4 thrusters in operation. With more thrusters in oper-
ation, the contours of electron temperature from single thrusters merge into one far downstream. Figures 5
and 6 show comparisons of electron temperature along several thruster centerlines and two cluster centerlines.
It is significant to mention that the Boltzmann relation assumes a constant electron temperature and cannot
predict any variation. The detailed fluid electron model yields a non-constant electron temperature field
which is more physically reasonable. The circles represent experimental measurements along the centerline
of a thruster acceleration channel with one thruster in operation. The solid line represents the corresponding
simulation result with one thruster in operation. The comparison indicates that the numerical simulation
results are close to the experimental measurement data. It is also evident that with several thrusters in
operation, the centerline electron temperature is slightly different in the near field and has a large difference
in the far field. With more thrusters in operation, cluster centerline values and thruster centerline values
merge at a short distance from the thrusters, correspondingly. The closer to the thruster exit, the higher the
electron temperature, and the simulation results predict that the electron temperature from different plumes
merge at station X=0.08 m. The experimental data was obtained with a triple Langmuir probe. This is
one of the most important results in this study because these results clearly indicate the superiority of the
detailed electron model over the Boltzmann relation, and it clearly displays the clustering effects as well.

2. Plasma Potential

Figure 7 shows contours of plasma potential in the plane y=0 with 4 thrusters in operation. In the near
field, the plumes are well separated while at a short distance from the thruster exit plane they merge into
one plume. Compared with the electron temperature results, the plasma potential merges at a further
downstream station, X=0.15 m.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 present comparisons of plasma potential along different centerlines and at the station
x=0.05 m. The experimental data in these three pictures were obtained with two thrusters in operation.
Figure 10 shows that the plasma potentials along different centerlines converge into one universal distribution
at about X=0.15 m, which indicates that the four or two plume flows merge into one. These two figures
also indicate that the numerical simulation predicts lower potential peak values than the experimental
measurements at specific locations. However, they predict a matching distribution along the centerline
passing through the middle point of two thrusters, and the general shape of the computed potential profile
at X=0.05 m fits the experimental measurement as well.
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Figure 10. Plasma Potential(V) at Station X=5 cm and through the Horizontal line.

3. Electron Density

Figures 11 and 12 show electron number densities along different centerlines and at station X=0.20 m,
respectively. Figure 11 indicates that the number densities from all four plumes merge into one at the
station around X=0.20 m while two plumes merge into one at the station around X=0.50 m. Electron
number density obtained from a Langmuir probe always contains the greatest experimental uncertainty.3

Three different profiles of measured data are shown representing two different corrections to the raw data.3

The profile labeled “sheath” assumes that the probe collection radius is increased by a sheath of five Debye
lengths, thus leading to a reduction in plasma density. The profile labeled “Laframboise” incorporates
corrections due to the slightly different voltages applied to each of the three probes in the instrument. The
correction is sensitive to the ratio of electron to ion temperature, and a ratio of one is assumed in the corrected
data shown here. Comparisons indicate that in general the numerical results predict significantly lower values
than the experiments. However, the sheath and Laframboise corrected data yield better agreement with the
simulation data.

B. Clustering Effects

Clustering effects are illustrated by the near field ion number density. Figure 13 shows the ion number density
at station x=2 cm with 4 thrusters in operation. Note that the contour increments are not uniform in this
result. This figure indicates that with a cluster of four thrusters in operation, a special three-dimensional
structure results in the ion number densities. With two thrusters in operation, the middle point between
the two thrusters is a saddle point which has a lower potential than the plume core, but a higher potential
value than the far field. Hence, slow ions diffuse along all directions, there exists two spots close to the
cathodes with relatively high density of slow ions due to the CEX effects. With four thrusters in operation,
the topographic pattern of ion density in the near field is quite different. The four thruster centers represent
high potential values because of large amount of ions in the plume cores. When CEX happens, particles may
freely diffuse away along the electric field direction opposite to the cluster center, hence low ion densities
exist along four major diffusion directions of 45 degree, 135 degree, 225 degree and 315 degree, as indicated
by Figure 13. A fraction of slow ions may travel along the electric field direction to the cluster center,
which has a relatively lower potential value than the plume core and a zero value of electric field. These
four plume beams result in a cusp shape of low potential field in the middle that traps a large amount of
slow CEX ions. There are slow ions coming from the four thruster plume beams into the center region, and
at the same time, there are slow ions escaping from the center via two paths. The first path is shown in
Figure 13 via the four low potential gaps between the thrusters, i.e. 0 degree, 90 degree, 180 degree and
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270 degree. At this station, these escaping slow ions form a special pattern of a four-leaved clover. There
are four small secondary leaves in the contours as well, which are generated by the cathode. A relatively
large amount of slow ions are created around the cathodes, without electric field effect, they should diffuse
upwards or downwards. However, with the effects of the electric field, these slow ions diffuse along the four
directions with the strongest electric field strength: 45 degree, 135 degree, 225 degree and 315 degree. In
the near field, a special topography is formed: four strong plume cores plus a secondary high potential at
the cluster center, 4 major leaves and 4 secondary leaves represent diffusion directions for the slow ions.
Further downstream, the strengths of the ion beams decrease rapidly and eventually merge into one plume.
Figure 13 illustrates the CEX effects, clustering effects and cathode effects. In the corresponding neutral
number density contours, no special patterns are observed. The second path that the slow ions can escape
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Figure 13. Contours of Ion Number Density (m−3) at Station X=2 cm (4 Thrusters in Operation).
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along from the cluster center is backwards to the back of the thruster. Figure 14 shows the comparison of ion
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number density along two horizontal lines passing through the cluster center and the middle of two thrusters
with two and four thrusters in operation. It is evident that with four thrusters in operation there is a higher
number density of slow ions behind the thrusters. A fraction of slow ions originally diffusing radically are
trapped in the middle of the four plume beams, as a result of the electric field, a fraction of these trapped
slow ions diffuse through the gaps between the plumes, forming the clover shape, while another fraction of
slow ions diffuses horizontally. Hence a high level of ion impingement is expected at the back of the thrusters
when four thrusters are in operation.

C. Cathode Effects

Cathode effects can be illustrated by velocity and number density contours. Figures 15- 16 show several
contours of ion and atom velocity in a vertical plane that includes the cathode for one and two thrusters
in operation. These figures illustrate that the cathode has several effects on the ion and atom velocity
distributions. The existence of a cathode in all of these plots result in “erosion” areas around the cathodes.
In the near field close to the thruster exit, the ion velocity is accelerated by the strong electric field, while
further down stream, the ion velocity changes slowly because of CEX effects. The neutral density around
the thruster is high, but quickly decreases in all directions. With a decreasing percentage of slow neutrals,
the percentage of fast neutrals, as a result of CEX effects, increases at the same time. As a net effect, the
neutral velocity is accelerated downstream.
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Figure 15. Contours of Ion Velocity(m/s) along X Direction Passing Through Thruster 1 (1 Thrusters in
Operation).

Figure 17 shows the ion number density contours in the plane y=0 with one thruster in operation. This
plane intersects the 7 mm conic protection cap and the cathode. This figure indicates that there is a high ion
number density accumulated next to the protection cap. The bulges in the outer region of the contours close
to the thrusters result from the CEX effects and a large density of slow ions exists in these regions. This
figure evidently indicates the cathode effects because of the asymmetry in the bulges. Another observation
is that the value of ion number density around the cathode is much higher than the value from the anode.
Though these simulations include the ion flux from the cathodes, the flux amount is quite small. The physical
explanation for this phenomenon is that neutrals emitted by the cathode collide with the plume beam, with
the CEX effects, and one fraction of the slow ions reflects upward and forward. Figure 18 clearly shows the
cathode effects in the neutral number density as well.

D. Analysis of Neutral Flow

The neutral number density can be predicted with a simple free molecular flow model. Because the neutral
flow is highly rarefied, the Knudsen number for neutrals is about 55 for a channel height of 7.5 mm. Hence
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the neutral number density distribution, with four thrusters in operation, can be approximated by a free
molecule flow model with zero mean velocity from four small annular sources for the thrusters and four small
orifices for the cathodes. At any specific point with coordinates (x, y, z) in front of the thrusters, the velocity
phase at that point can only have non zero values within specific solid angles from the four ring sources of
thrusters and four small orifices for the cathodes. The number density distribution at that point can be
estimated by the solid angles at that point subtended by these four ring sources and four cathodes. The
derivation process is straightforward but tedious and the final expression for the solid angle is listed in the
Appendix. With the same principle, recently Cai studied several problems of free molecular flow out of exits
with different shapes.10

With four thrusters in operation, the final expression for the number density at any point in front of the
thruster cluster is:

n(x, y, z) = nback + x(R2−r2)na

4π (F (A1, A2) + F (A3, A4) + F (A5, A6) + F (A7, A8))

+nc

4π (H(nx1, ny1, nz1, b, a, d) +H(nx2, ny2, nz2, b,−a, d)
+H(nx3, ny3, nz3, b,−a,−d) +H(nx4, ny4, nz4, b, a,−d)

(29)

With two thrusters or one thruster in operation, the corresponding results are a fraction of Equation 29.
Figure 19 presents the comparison between the simulation results and the analytical results along different

centerlines with 4 thrusters in operation. Both the simulation results and the analytical results present the
same trends: The neutral number density along the cluster centerline and the centerline of vertical/horizontal
planes first increases quickly then decreases slowly with a maximum value at a specific distance from the
thruster; the maximum value along the cluster centerline is further downstream from the thruster face and
is smaller than the value on the centerline between two thrusters. The difference between simulation and
analytical results can be explained by the following factors omitted in this crude analytical model: wall effects,
the MEX and the CEX effects and the non-zero mean velocity at the exit planes of anodes and cathodes.
Especially, the wall effect is significant in the very near field because the thruster wall area is large, and the
non-zero average speed may have significant effects as well. Despite these factors, the comparison still yields
a certain agreement.

E. General Comments

The first comment is about the drawbacks of axi-symmetric simulations. Firstly, with more than one thruster
in operation, axi-symmetric simulation is completely not applicable. Secondly, in simulation of a single
thruster, the three-dimensional cathode is usually either completely omitted or simplified as an annular
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Figure 19. Distribution of Neutral Number Density (m−3) along Different Centerlines(4 Thrusters).

source in axi-symmetric simulations. However, from this study, it is evident that the cathode position,
angle, and amount of flux have significant effects on the flowfield of neutrals. Hence, though much expensive
and complex, these three-dimensional simulations are superior over axi-symmetric simulations.

The second comment is about future work. One defect for these three-dimensional simulations which
should be addressed is the adoption of linear finite element in the present study. For the right hand side
terms in Equations 4, 8 and 9, several second order derivatives are involved, but the finite element adopted
in this study employs a linear element. Equation 8 is mostly affected by this problem. For three-dimensional
simulations, the average mesh density is much sparser than the mesh in the axi-symmetric simulations,
hence, this problem is much important. Due to the mesh density, the simulation of four thrusters is the most
successful because of a relatively high density of cells. This problem is ameliorated because the derivative
calculation scheme in this study permits a degree of resolution for these second derivatives, and the source
term is weak. The second future work is an addition of magnetic field effects into the simulation package.

VI. Conclusions

In this study, a comprehensive three-dimensional DSMC-PIC package with a general purpose finite ele-
ment solver and a detailed electron fluid model was developed and applied to simulate the plasma plumes
from a cluster of four Hall thrusters with different numbers of thrusters in operation. Several major imple-
mentation issues were reviewed and the backpressure was modeled with full considerations of facility effects
of large vacuum chambers.

Generally, the simulation results successfully yield some detailed three-dimensional flow patterns, and
most results matched the available experimental measurements or analytical results. Different plume flow
properties merge at different downstream locations. The cluster effects are evidently captured. The simu-
lation also showed that the cathodes have significant effects on the near field properties. The CEX effect is
clearly illustrated in the simulation results as well.
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Appendix

Ω =
∑4

0

∫

x
R3

i

dsi +
∑4

0

∫ (x−b)nxj+(y−ai)nxj+(z−dj)nxj

R3
j

dsj

=
∑4

i=0

∫ 2π

0
x

R3
i

dθ +
∑4

0

∫ (x−b)nxj+(y−ai)nxj+(z−dj)nxj

R3
j

dsj

= x(R2−r2)
2

∫ 2π

0
dθ

(x2+(y−(a+ R+r
2

cos θ)2+(z−(a+ R+r
2

sin θ)3/2

+x(R2−r2)
2

∫ 2π

0
dθ

(x2+(y−(−a+ R+r
2

cos θ)2+(z−(a+ R+r
2

sin θ)3/2

+x(R2−r2)
2

∫ 2π

0
dθ

(x2+(y−(a+ R+r
2

cos θ)2+(z−(−a+ R+r
2

sin θ)3/2

+x(R2−r2)
2

∫ 2π

0
dθ

(x2+(y−(−a+ R+r
2

cos θ)2+(z−(−a+ R+r
2

sin θ)3/2

+H(nx1, ny1, nz1, b, a, d) +H(nx2, ny2, nz2, b,−a, d)
+H(nx3, ny3, nz3, b,−a,−d) +H(nx4, ny4, nz4, b, a,−d)

= x(R2 − r2)(F (A1, A2) + F (A3, A4) + F (A5, A6) + F (A7, A8))

+H(nx1, ny1, nz1, b, a, d) +H(nx2, ny2, nz2, b,−a, d)
+H(nx3, ny3, nz3, b,−a,−d) +H(nx4, ny4, nz4, b, a,−d)

where

H(nx, ny, nz, b, a, d) =

{

πR2
c((x−b)nx+(y−a)ny+(z+b)nz)

((x−b)2+(y−a)2+(z+d)2)3/2 , (x − b)nx + (y − a)ny + (z − d)nz > 0

0, (x− b)nx + (y − a)ny + (z − d)nz < 0

F (Ai, Aj) = E(
√

2Aj

Ai+Aj
)/(Ai +Aj)

3/2

E(x) is the complete elliptical integrals, and

A1 = (y − a)2 + (R+r
2 )2 + x2 + (z − a)2, A2 = (R+ r)

√

(y − a)2 + (z − a)2

A3 = (y + a)2 + (R+r
2 )2 + x2 + (z − a)2, A4 = (R+ r)

√

(y + a)2 + (z − a)2

A5 = (y − a)2 + (R+r
2 )2 + x2 + (z + a)2, A6 = (R+ r)

√

(y − a)2 + (z + a)2

A7 = (y + a)2 + (R+r
2 )2 + x2 + (z − a)2, A8 = (R+ r)

√

(y + a)2 + (z + a)2

The above derivation process uses the elliptical calculus formula24:

∫ π/2

−π/2

dθ

(a+ b sin θ)3/2
=

2

(a+ b)3/2
E(

√

2b

a+ b
)
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